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BOUNDARY CONVERGENCE AND BOUNDARY LIMITS OF

BLASCHKE PRODUCTS

C. N. LINDEN

Abstract. For a given countable subset y of the unit circle, a method is given for

the construction of Blaschke products B(z, A) which converge at all points of y and

which, for each point e1* of y, either (a) have no asymptotic value at e1* or (b) have

an asymptotic value at e"" not equal to B(e"r, A).

1. Introduction. A sequence A of complex numbers is said to be a Blaschke

sequence if A is a subset of the unit disc D and 2a6y<(l — |a|) converges.

Associated with each Blaschke sequence A isa Blaschke product

B(z,A)=   II   b(z,a),

where

1 — za

and arg a is defined to be m when a = 0. The function B(z, A) is regular, and

bounded in modulus by 1, in D. It has zeros only on the set A, each zero a having

multiplicity equal to the number of times that a appears in A. The order of terms in

the sequence A does not affect the behaviour of B(z, A) in D, although it may

affect the convergence of B(z, A) at points z of 3D. We abide by the usual

convention that implies the monotonicity of the corresponding sequence of moduli

of zeros, and we suppose that when Blaschke products are multiplied or factorised

the new products that arise maintain this ordering of zeros.

It is well known [5, p. 304] that the radial limit B*(e^, A) = lim^,, B(re**, A)

exists and has modulus 1 for almost all <p in [0, 2tt). Radial limits are related to the

convergence of B(z, A) at particular points e* on 3D by the fact that

Z, -H- < oo,
«eA\a- e"|

which is equivalent to the absolute convergence of B(ekf, A), is a sufficient

condition for the equality B*(eUf, A) = B(ei,p, A) to hold. Since it is known [3] that

B(e"p, A) may diverge at each point of 3D it follows that B*(e"p, A) can exist even

when B(eKp, A) diverges.

In this paper we show, in the opposite direction, that, for any sequence of points

{e/<R-} on 3Z), there exist Blaschke sequences A and A' such that (i) ¿(e?**1", A) and
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B*(eire-, A) both exist but are different for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . and (ii) B(e'^, A')

exists while B*(e"Pm, A') does not exist for m = 1, 2, 3, ... . The particular proper-

ties displayed by these examples may be contrasted with Abel's theorem on power

series which states that if fiz) = 2Z™=0a„z" converges for z = e"p then the radial

limit f*(ei,p) exists and is equal to fie*).

2. Blaschke products with asymptotic values zero on a countable set. The property

(i) of §1 is a consequence of the example included in the following result.

Proposition 1. Let {Tm} be a sequence of arcs in D such that dD n Tm is a single

point e"fm for m = 1, 2, 3, ... . Then there is a Blaschke sequence A such that

lim   B(z, A) = 0, (2.1)
Z->e>*

zer

while B(e"r,A) converges (to a limit of modulus   1) for tp = tpm, T = Tm  and

m = 1, 2, 3, ... .

A theorem of Lindelöf [1, p. 3] implies that if (2.1) holds then B*(ei,p, A) = 0, so

that (i) of §1 follows immediately from Proposition 1. In proving Proposition 1

itself we deal with three cases separately.

(a) Let {Tm} consist of just one arc T, meeting dD in e"p. Then [4] there is a

Blaschke sequence A, for which

lim   B(z,Ax) = 0. (2.2)
z-te'*
zer

For convenience, we may obtain A, in the form A2 u A3, where

A2 = [a E Ax: sin(<p - arg a) > 0},

A3 = [a E Ax: sin(<p — arg a) < 0},

at least one of the sets A2 and A3 being nonempty (see also [6]). It may be assumed,

without loss of generality, that the moduli of the members of A, are distinct, and

that

lim     1-H   = 0 (2.3)
|«|-i |a - e*"|
aSAj

for/ = 2 and 3.

The Blaschke sequence

a(<p) = Axu{äe2i*:aEAx}, (2.4)

is defined with its elements arranged so that, as usual, their moduli form a

monotonie increasing sequence. Let &(q>, m) and A(m) denote the first m terms of

&(tp) and Ax respectively. Then

B(e»,6t(<p,2m))=     U     ^—^-JM_^-1 = y
a<=A(m) (1 - Ö7e-'*)(1 - ate—)
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But if a E A,, we have [3] that

i(<j>-arga)

-:-= e-2i*,
1 - ae"*1

where

/ 1 —1«| \        1, .     n
\p = arc tanl -—l_l i cot - (<p - arg a) -» 0

as |a| -» 1 by (2.3). It follows, on taking limits, that B(eitp, &(<p)) = 1. Since the

equality

lim   B(z, &(<p)) = 0
z-*e"r
z(=T

follows immediately from (2.2) and (2.4), we have Proposition 1 in the case where

{e"R"} is a single point e"p and A = &(<p).

(b) When the sequence {e"Pm) is finite, sequences &(q>m) can be constructed as in

case (a). The sequence A = f]m &(<pm) is easily seen to satisfy the requirements of

Proposition 1, since B(e"f, &(<p)) converges everywhere on 3Z>.

(c) It remains to consider the case where {e"Pm} is an infinite sequence. For each

m, the sequence (£(<pm) can be constructed according to case (a). Let A(m,p)

denote the Blaschke sequence formed by deleting the firstp terms of &(<pm). Then,

for each/», (2.1) holds for ,4 = A(m,p), <p = <pm and T = Tm, while B(ei<fm, A(m,p))

converges. We choose p = p(m) by induction so that for given m

2   (i-MX^, (2.5)

where 0 < M(m) = inf1<7<m|<jpm - <¡d,|, and the closed convex hulls of A(m,p(m))

and A(j,p(j)) are disjoint for/ = 1, 2, . . . , m — 1. We also impose the condition

that

\<Pj - arg <x| >{\<Pj - <pm\        (et E A(m,p(m))) (2.6)

for/ = 1, 2, . . ., m — 1.

The inequality (2.5) implies that A = U ^_i A(m,p(m)) is a Blaschke sequence.

Since the construction of A shows that (2.1) holds for <p = <pm, T = Tm, m =

1, 2, 3, ... , we have only to prove that B(e,,fm, A) converges for m = 1, 2, 3, ... .

To this end we consider the factorisation

B(z,A) = BXm(z,A)B2Jz,A),

where
m

Bx,m(z,A)=  J!   B(z,A(k,p(k))),
k=\

oo

Bi,m(z,a)=     II     B(z,A(k,p(k))),
k — m+l

the zeros of each of the two products being ordered in the usual way.

Case (b) shows that BXm(e"Pm, A) converges (though not absolutely). It will be

shown that, on the other hand, the product B2m(e,,fm, A) does converge absolutely.
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We note first that

(1  + ¿.'(«K-argaH/-!   _|a|\

b(e«,a)-l-^^-_ A       '   l)        (0<|a|< 1, 0 < <p < 2*r),
1 — ae"i>

where

|1 - Ô7é?'*|2 = (1 -\a\)2 + 4|a| sin2 {(tp - arg a).

The choice of the sequence (p(m)} implies that

1-M      <      (l -\a\)\a\-l/2

\\ - äe*-\      2|sin \(tpm - arg a)\

<<\-W\</2        (aEA(k,p(k)))
I?« - Vk\

for k > m. Since (2.5) implies that |a| > \ we have

^ 1 ~lal     < 2'/2-*.
a£/,(*,/>(*:)) |1 - âe/,B-|

The absolute convergence of B2m(e,,Pm,A) follows immediately, and the proof of

Proposition 1 is complete.

3. Blaschke products without radial limits on a countable set The method used in

§2 can be extended to establish the assertion (ii) of §1. We note the amendments

necessary to prove the following result.

Proposition 2. Given a sequence {e*-} on dD there is a Blaschke sequence A'

such that B(e"e"; A') converges but B*(e"Pm, A') does not exist for m = 1, 2, 3.

Essentially we need to establish Proposition 2 in the case where {e*-} is a single

point e"p. Let S denote the sequence of points

[ank: 1 < k < n, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . },

where

*•* = (l~ VTk)6^"^       V<k<n,n=l,2,3,...)

and p(n) = 2   . It will be shown that

liminf|5(r, S)| < e"1/8 < lim sup|fi(r, S)\ = 1. (3.1)
r-*\- r-»l-

Let n be a given positive integer, and rN = l-2_A,(;v+1). If n < N then

K-   „*>   n     \\~>     Tfl ~ia"-*l     ->        r7V ~\an,k\

1 - (n + k)2~NiN+ X)/p(n)

1 + (n + k)2-NiN+X)/p(n)

I       <n + k\2rW»+l>\2I       (n + k)2-N<N+»\2

\ Pin) )
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for 1 < k < n. Therefore

Il   fi \b{rNe^,a^k)\>  Il (1 - nP(N)2'-N/p(n))
n-l k-\' n-\

>(1 - A^1"")^ -^1

as N -» oo. On the other hand, if « > N + 1, we can prove similarly that

\KrNe*, a„ik)\ > (1 - p(n)2N<N+»/ (n + k))2 > (1 - 2""«)2.

Thus

fi      fi \b(rNe*, anik)\>     5    (1 - 2-7«)2"
n = N+\ k = \ n-S+\

>1-     2     21"n = 1 -21""-»!
n-N+\

as N -> oo. This proves the equality asserted in (3.1).

In order to complete the proof of (3.1) we consider B(tNe''r, S), where tN = I -

2~N . Then for 1 < k < N we have

,.,,    *        v,2       (^-|«^|)2 + 41a^|/ysin2(2-'-^)
\b(tNev,aNk)\   =-:-—

1 **"       (l-tN\aNik\)2 + 4\aN¡k\tNsin2(2-^Nl)

where

Hence

i - tN\aNJk\ = p(n)(i + lN + Nk)) >pW-

/8

\h(t   ,*   »      \\2 ¿   (1  -   1/ (Ar" + fe))2 -I-  1
\b(tNe v, aNJl)\   <-2-

<i_!_<i-_L
2(Af+*) 4JV'

from which we obtain

\B(tNe\ S)\ <  ïï( \b(tNe¡*,aKk)\ < (l - — j       < «r«

for N = 1, 2, 3, ... . This completes the proof of (3.1).

The sequence A' is now defined as S u {âe2"e: a E S}. The relation (3.1)

implies that

lim inf \B(re'*, A')\ < e~*/4 < lim sup|5(reí,p, A')\ = 1,
r-"1" MI-

SO that B*(e"e, A') does not exist. Since the elements of A' are situated symmetri-

cally about the radius of D through e"f, and

lim Azl± = o,
M-i la - e"*]
aSA' '
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the proof of Proposition 1(a) can be readily adapted to show that B(e*,A')

converges. Thus we have proved Proposition 2 in the case when {e"*"} consists of

just one point. The proofs in other cases can be effected by applying the methods

of proof (b) and (c) for Proposition 1.

Finally, we note that the absolute convergence of the product B2m(ei'p, A) in §2,

and a corresponding property associated with the Blaschke product of Proposition

2, allow the two types of boundary limit property considered in §§2 and 3 to be

combined. Thus, for a given pair of nonintersecting sequences {e"Pm} and {e'8m} on

dD, and a sequence of arcs {Tm} in D such that dD n Tm = e*" for m =

1, 2, 3, ... , there is a Blaschke sequence A" such that B(z, A") converges at each

point {e*-} and {e*9-}, while

lim   B(z,A") = 0
z-te1*
zer

for e* = <?*-, T = Tm and m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and B*(z, A") does not exist at any

point of {V*-}-
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